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On itération products preserving absolute convergence

by T. PATI (Allahabad, India) and M. S.
(Madras, India) (*)

Sumiiinry. - Gioen tw> SHm'mtlon processus A and j?, WÎ shall write
\A\cz\AB\ if ever y seqmncB (or fonction)) belonging to a suitable
class, and absolutely A-siimmable has the property that Us B-transform
is aîso absolwtely A-summable. In this paper we discuss certain pairs of
methods A, B with the above property.

1. Introduction.

The question as to when ^-summability of a séquence would
imply its AB-summability, where AB dénotes the usual interation
product, has been discussed for various pairs A, B by sèmerai
authors (see [2] thru [L3]|. Tlie analogous question for absolute
summabüity is discussed hère. Bach section in the sequel eontains
at its start the relevant définitions.

2, The product of [jr, ƒ] and Hausdorff transformations:

DÉFINITIONS.

THE [J, f] TRANSFORMATIONS. Let f[x) be a real or complex va-
lued fanction defined for x > x o > O and possessing derivatives
of all orders. The transform defined by

t(x)= S (-Dm'^mKx)sm

(for ail sufficiently large x) is called -the [ƒ, f]-transform of the
séquence js«|. \$n\ is defined to be [.ƒ, f]-summible to s if limx^oo^)—s.
'Analogously we define a séquence | s« | to be absolutely summable
[.ƒ, f] or simply [J, f\~summable if t(x) € BV (h, oo)? where h is
some finite positive constant.

As shown by jAjQMOVSKr [2], the well-known Abel and Borel
methods are special cases of the [J, f] method. Also, ît has been
established by JVKIMOVSKI that the [ƒ, f\ tratisformation is con-
ver^ence-preserving if and only if there exista a fanction «(ƒ) of

(*) Peivonuta alla Segroteria dell'U M,I. il 12-11-61-
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bounded variation in [0, 1] such that

i

= ft*d*(t).

The familiar Hausdorff or (H, p») - transform of a séquence
is defined by the matrix X = (knv)> where

= ( ™ J Aw-vjj,̂  (n ̂  v)3 a n d = 0, [n

Thie method is known to be regular if and only if u.w is a
regular moment constant, Le. it has the représentation

where /(f) is a function of bounded variation over [0,1] and
7(0) = '/( + 0) = 0 and X(l) = 1. (For further details see HARDY [1]),

We shall call the transformJffn| of the séquence jsM|, defined by

<rn = S XttvSVf
v

the Hausdorff or (H,\*.„) — transform of the séquence \sn\.
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem,

THEOREM 1. Let [J, f] be a convergence-preserving transformation.
If \sn\ is a séquence such that

i) S ~ | fl«)(x) | sw*,(s*=max | sm \ ), is

convergent for s c>0

and î) ̂ fte [J, ƒ*] — transform of the séquence \sn\, denoted by

A(x, s), e BVJp, oo],

any regular (H, ;/.„) — transform of \stl\ is also summable

PROOF. Under lh^ condition i\ it follows after a brief calcula-
tion (whirh w *j suppro.ss hen* l'or brevity .-ind borrow from
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JAKIMOVSKI [2], that

(x, t ) = I A{xu,
0

or équivalent^

i

F(x)=Jg(xu)d7iu)>

where A(x, i) dénotes the [J, f] — transform of \tH\ which m the
(H9 [/.„) — transform of |sn | and A(x, s) dénotes thé [J, f]— transform
of \sn\. Thus, by hypothesis, g(x) e BVJO. oo] and we need to show
that F(x) e BV\B, cx>].

For x e [0, X]f where X is arbitrary, and any arbitrary parti-
tion 0 — ac0 < xx < . . . <x n = X of [0, X], we have

4-

) | = i J \gfau) - gixi-tu)] dX[u) \

••î

o

1

g(xxu) —

so that

S | F(x,) - F(x,^) | < i \ £ | g(x, u) - g(x,-iu) \ 11 dX(u

Since, by ii), g(x) e JBV[O, oo] and also since xu^ x for
we get Var^ \g(xu)] < Var^ \g(x)\, unifoimly, for each u in 0 <
and both the variations being taken over the saine range [0, JSJ.
Now the conclusion follows from the bounded variation of X(u)
over [0; 1], ensured by the regularity of the (H, jx) — metho^.

This complètes the proof of the theorem.
A specialised form of Theorem 1 will be the following ana-

logue of a known theorem of RAJAGOPAL'S ([8], Theorem 1). We
omit the proof of the theorem.

THEOREM 2. L/et T be a regular sequence-to-sequence transfor*
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mation, defined by

00

S pnx"sn

T\8H9 x\=

where o(<oo) is the radius o f convergence of the power çeries
oo

f(x) = 2 p„xH
t il being assumed that Zjö„pw = -*- cx53 and ffea< /or

every u in O < te < 1,

oo
(i) Tu\sH, x\ = jr- S ' — 4 - 5 ï a;«tt«s„, (O < x < P)

is absotutely convergent,

e JB7(0, P)

and

(iü) rjaM,*|eB740, p)

uniformly in O < te < : 1

T/ïö^ ^or et?er?/ séquence \sj which is \ T > — summabie ifs transform
by a regular (ff, [/.„) method is also ' 2 1 ! — summable.

3. In this sjBction we consider the itération product ot the
[K", c„]—summability method of jAtmiovbKi [4] Avith the quasi-
Hausdorff transformations.

XS. Given a séquence | c j , the fJv. ctt]transform i(x)
of a séquence !sn! is defined by

oo « / n \
;(r) = »-» S s„2( - 1)™ ( m ) c m x- m . a; ; 0.

The so4|_uenoe \a,' is said to be snmmahle \K, c»\ to s if limy43c

t(x) = Si and hv analogv we sa\ that sn ' is snmmahle K. cn if
t{x\ e RVik, 'X)), wlien* fr is somf fived positne minibar.
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JAKIMOVSKI [3] has shown that [K, cM] is conservative if

where *it)€BV[Q, 1].
The quasi-HAUSDORFF or (H*, u« )-transf orm of a sequencr

is defined by
OO ffft \

and this is known to be a conservative transformation if and onlv if

where 7\u) is of of boanded variation in [0, 1]. This result is due
to RAMANUJAN [9]

We now prove

TKTCORBM 3. Let \K. cn] be a conservative transformation. If the
séquence j s n | is bounded and snmmable K", cn \, then its transform
e* by any conseruative quasi-Hausdorff niethod (iT*, a») is aïso
summable \ K, cM | .

PROOF. Let o"w dénote the (77*, a„) — transform of the séquence
t sn i and G(x) the [7v, cw] — transform of | <?« f. FolloAving the
analysis of JAKTSIOVKI ( [3], Theorem 4. l) we obtain

G(x) -

Fow, given that g(x) G BV[A, OO], we have to show that G(x) e
e JBV[B, OO]. Since g(x) e BF[A, Z] for each X given an arbitrarily
small positive s, there exists a number a;', suoli that var £/(#)< s
for cc>cc'; that is, in each interval \r,\ X], varg{x) < s.

Let us fix o > 0 such tliat x'l = A : evidently 0 < 3 < 1.
Let xè\A) X], X^>A arbitrais. Then fov ?' in fO. o] we
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xju ;> xfi ;> A/h = x' and therefore

0

vjg(x/u)dX(u)<N,

where N is finite, independent of o and in fact as small as we
like. Also, for u in [8, 1] and x in [A, X], we have A<xju < as/o =
= X} say, and therefore

j.

j M

since g(xju) e BV[A, X] for each X
This complètes the proof of the theorem.

REMABK. The condition of boundedness on the séquence \sn\
in the hypothesis of the theorem above may be relaxed to an
apparently Aveaker restriction, as indicated by JAKIMOVSKI ([3],
Theorem 4 2),

4. In this last section we give results analogous to those in
Theorems 1 and 3, for the products of a Wienerian transformation
wi t l a continuons function-tö-function Hausdorff transformation
and with the [M, *(u)] — transformation, defined by JAKIMOVSKI

[4], as a function-to-function analogue of the quasi-Hausdorff me-
thods. We start with the relevant définitions.

The function-to-function Wienerian transformation of any
function s{x) is given by

where ^(u) is a positive, monotonie decreasing function of u for
u ^> 0 and the T-summability of s(x) to s is defined by :

Ts(t) -^ s as t — -H oo,

with the implication that, for every t<oo, Ts(t) is an absolutely
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convergent intégral. The summability ! T \ of s(x) may be defined
by: T£t) e BV[A, ooj, where A is sorae positive constant. Without
any loss of generality it may be taken to be zero.

The function-to-function Hausdorff transformation of s(x) is

1

= j s(xu)dX{u),
o

where, with J\u) as defined in the sequence-to-seqnence methode
the method becomes couservative or regular. (for fnrther details,
see HARDY [1]).

THE [M, QL[U)] TRANSFORMATION. Let a(w) be defined in [0, 1].
The [M,a(u)] — transform ^s(x) of a given function s(x) is given by

* (x) \= l

This method has been defined by JAK331OVSKI [4] and he shows
that a(^)e.BV[0j 1] is a sufficient condition for the method to be
conservative. In what follows we assume that this condition of
BV of *(u) is satisfied.

THEOREM 4. For a given function s(x) let its Wienerian transform
Ts(t) be of BV[0, oo], Then any regular function-to-function Haus-
dorff transformation of s(x) is also summable \ T |.

PROOF. In this case

00

Ts (t) ̂  l-i J V(xlMx)dx,
0

where

i

c<{x)= \ s{xu)d'i(u).

By a reasoning given in PATL [6|, Ave liave
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Hence. proceediug as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get the resuit.
We conclude the paper with the démonstration of

THEOREM: 5. Let [M", %(u)] be a conservative transformation cor-
responding to the function y.(u)e BV[0, 1]. Then for every bounded
funttion s[x) its ! T -summability implies the | T \-snmmability of
its [M, *(u)]-transform.

PROOF. Using the notation already indicated^ we have

i

er̂ aB) = <r,*(x) =ƒs(xlu)dx(u),
0

so that

00 00

{xlt)^ Js{x/u)d*(u)} dx
0 1

i co

{x/u) dx | d%(u)
i c

x f \ j

(the inversion in the order of intégration being validated by the
absolute convergence of the double intégral, guaranteed by the
bounded nature of s(oo) and also by our choice of [M, x(u)] as one
corresponding to the function a(n) assumed to be of bounded
variation in [0, 1]). Thus, putting x = uv

1 00

= ƒ [ Jn^v/t) s(v)(nlt) dv
0 0

i co

= f [ ƒ W™)-1 xnv/(t/u))s(v)dv ] dx(u)
0 0
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proceeding with arguments sixnilar to those employed in
the proof of Theorem 3, Ave obtain the complete proof of the theorem.

In conclusion we wish to thank Professor C. T. RAJAGOFAL

for the üseful discussion which went into the préparation of the
paper in its present form.
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